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Potentially Perverse Effects of Corporate Civil Liability
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Careful analysis of incentives dominates the mature academic field of enterprise liability. Vicarious liability rests on the idea that firms can control the conduct of their agents. Assigning liability to firms promises to reduce legal violations by encouraging firms (really managers) to influence agent behavior. Remaining arguments in the field center on how optimally to calibrate incentives when attaching liability to firms. For example, in an important work from which I have lifted my chapter title, Jennifer Arlen demonstrated that imposing strict liability on firms for agent misconduct, without crediting firms with a liability reduction for self-policing efforts, would encourage firms to avoid learning of legal violations by their agents. Such an incentive would be perverse for a system aimed at effective outsourcing of some of the public enforcement function to firms—a necessary strategy in the modern environment of huge, complex, and opaque organizations.

As this volume perhaps makes clear, the abundant literature on enterprise liability has been missing an important part of the picture. The problem of adjusting incentives extends beyond the triangular relationship among liability rules, the firm, and the firm's agents. The enforcer of the liability rule is also a major, perhaps dominant, actor in determining the success of a liability scheme. The problem of the enforcer’s incentives, like the problem of firm and agent incentives, grows more complex if multiple forms of enterprise liability—private civil, civil regulatory, and criminal—are layered over one another. A prime example is the law of securities fraud, under which class action plaintiffs, SEC enforcement lawyers, and DOJ prosecutors all enjoy potent authority to initiate big-ticket litigation.

As with incentives on firms to control their agents, miscalibrating incentives affecting enforcers may impede efforts to achieve the desired reduction of legal violations at acceptable cost. Consider the criminal enforcer whose conduct is the subject of this volume. Most students of corporate liability
agree that criminal prosecution of firms is the most severe form of enterprise liability and that the criminal remedy should be reserved for a small number of the “worst” cases in which it is most needed. (Some argue, of course, that criminal liability for firms should be abolished, a debate I will not enter here.) This stance ordinarily leads to discussion of two forms of control: replacing the respondeat superior regimes that dominate corporate criminal liability with more discerning vicarious liability rules that would select for the gravity of cases;³ and altering prosecution guidelines and other forms of control that determine how prosecutors select corporate cases for charging.⁴

This perspective on criminal enterprise liability omits something potentially crucial. The prosecutor's decision whether and how to charge a corporate case criminally depends in important part on the operation of civil liability regimes that run alongside the criminal enforcement apparatus.⁵ Ian Ayres and John Braithwaite famously argued that an effective scheme for regulating organizations should be pyramidal, with escalating layers of increasingly sharp measures of control, starting at the bottom with self-regulation and capping off at the top with harsh forms of punishment.⁶ In such a pyramidal scheme, each more serious form of control ought to be used more sparingly than the less intrusive measure below it. The most powerful sanctions should be used least. But some form of very damaging sanction is essential because, without a sharp point on the pyramid, lower tiers of control lose influence.

Something like the converse also holds true. Lower levels of regulation must be sufficiently effective to prevent too many cases being pushed too quickly to the top of the pyramid. Holding with the metaphor, a system for regulating organizations that too soon and too often bypasses civil tiers to reach for the criminal capstone will become an inverted pyramid that will be unstable and lack a graduated scheme of incentives. Assuming for purposes of argument that the imposition of corporate criminal liability is as potentially costly as its critics argue, a regulatory scheme that tends to start with that form of liability will fail beneficially to balance regulatory effectiveness against cost.

How might a system of enterprise liability end up as an inverted pyramid? If civil forms of control appear to lack sufficient bite, regulators seeking to control conduct within organizations will tend to reach for criminal remedies. This effect will be most pronounced with respect to the level just below criminal liability: liability in civil regulatory actions. Especially if civil regulatory liability does not introduce sufficiently more meaningful sanctions than private civil liability (the next tier in turn below), there is risk that public enforcers will conclude that only criminal liability can achieve marginally greater effectiveness than private lawsuits, self-regulation, and other forms of control.
There is reason to think this dynamic operates to some degree in the relationship between criminal cases brought by the DOJ and civil regulatory actions brought by the SEC. Contrast the usual remedies obtained by the DOJ in a contemporary corporate prosecution with those the SEC usually obtains. A DOJ action typically will settle with a DPA. Under a DPA the offending firm, in addition to paying a monetary penalty, will admit criminal wrongdoing, accept institutional fault for having encouraged or allowed the violations, and agree to undertake a package of novel reforms and controls that is designed to reduce risk of future violations and is accompanied by severe consequences for failure to follow through. Notice that there is nothing traditionally criminal in this arrangement—no guilty plea or jury verdict, no sentencing, no punishment other than a fine.

An (often parallel) SEC action will usually settle with a consent decree under which the offending firm will neither admit nor deny wrongdoing, will agree to be enjoined for some period from further violations, will pay a large monetary penalty, and sometimes (though often not) agree to some institutional changes. Other than the injunction, violations of which are rarely if ever charged, little in this arrangement distinguishes it from private civil liability as a means of sanctioning firms. The replacement of a private citizen as plaintiff with the federal securities cop adds some gravity to the proceedings, but the routine practice of concluding cases without any finding or admission of wrongdoing by the firm may substantially blunt that effect. The SEC very rarely tries a case against a firm, and the “neither admit nor deny” settlement is a fixture in SEC practice.

In the current arrangement, the public enforcer asking herself how to achieve regulatory objectives in a major matter of financial misconduct within a large corporation or partnership is apt to say something like this: “In civil proceedings, the firm is likely to end up writing two checks, one to the class action plaintiffs and one to the SEC. These payments will hurt but they probably have been planned for and, the stock price having taken the expected hit from revelation of sanctionable wrongdoing, funds are being set aside for this if they had not been reserved already. Beyond the checks, the firm will have to admit nothing and will not be required to do much, if anything, to change itself, nor does it face a substantial risk of a later charge for violating an injunction. Does any of this accomplish enough, especially if this instance of wrongdoing occurred even though this firm or peer firms were subject to these forms of liability in the past? Only a potential criminal action that produces a clear normative signal about wrongdoing, a lasting admission from the firm, and a set of serious, enforceable reform measures promises to
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achieve what is supposed to be the objective here: the use of enterprise liability to reduce risk of harmful wrongdoing in corporations in the future."

The situation, at least in securities fraud liability for firms, is one of civil regulatory liability marginally distinguishing itself from private liability and criminal liability striving to rework itself into a form of civil regulatory liability. Maybe this is not cause for worry. If one thinks criminal liability should be avoided when possible and civil regulatory liability ought to do materially more to control firms than private civil liability, then the DOJ’s hybrid civil-criminal system of DPA settlements might fit comfortably in the regulatory space one wants occupied. But worries about too much criminal enforcement against firms have only grown stronger through a period of institutionalization of the criminal settlement. Still, we hear the claim that criminal liability is potentially disastrous for firms—that it is a legal weapon of mass destruction that can unleash reputational and other forces that cannot be controlled and that it affords too much leverage to DOJ actors who may wield this power without clear vision of proper regulatory objectives.

The response to these concerns should be plain. Enhance civil regulatory liability so that it, not criminal proceedings or the settlement thereof, lays claim to the regulatory tier between private civil liability and full-blown criminal prosecution. Failing to do so perpetuates a perverse dynamic whereby civil liability practices encourage resort to criminal redress. A different system of civil regulatory liability could alter the incentives operating on public enforcers. The result could be reduced use of the criminal action that everybody seems to agree is overdeployed and should be reserved, at most, for the infrequent, egregious, example-making case.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will address how to reform the civil regulatory action with this objective in mind, what is necessary to bring about such reforms, and problems that might arise from the adoption of such reforms. I will focus on the SEC enforcement action, where substantial changes appear most readily available under existing law. My arguments ought to be amenable to extension to other realms of enterprise regulation.

I. The Civil-Criminal Gap

In current practice, three features primarily distinguish a criminal enterprise case from a civil regulatory action: it stigmatizes more, it decides more, and it requires more of the firm.

The stigmatic effect—what economic analysis designates the reputational sanction—comes largely from the category of the proceeding itself. While
the matter is extremely hard to measure or quantify, the mere ascription of the label "criminal" to a firm, even at a preliminary investigative stage, can be punitive. This must be true because routinely in the corporate context rational, well-informed managers strive mightily to avoid even criminal allegations against their firms, and they move rapidly, often at major expense, to forestall or resolve potential criminal proceedings short of charging and trial. The potential stigmatic effect of a criminal proceeding will vary, of course, with the reputational stake of the firm (a pharmaceutical manufacturer will fear a criminal charge more than a garbage hauler) and the relevance of the particular matter to reputation (an oil company’s spoiling of an ecosystem may not have much effect on people’s desire to buy its fuel). But the prospect of criminal charges always gets a firm’s attention and frequently is perceived as threatening the firm’s survival.

The communicative impact of a criminal case will be greater, of course, if the legal proceedings say more, and say more decisively, about the nature of the firm’s wrongdoing. Criminal proceedings against a firm can be resolved in three ways (excepting the rare acquittal) but almost always end in only one of them. A trial might take place that results in a jury verdict. This resolution speaks particularly loudly because it represents the judgment of a disinterested group that considered a full portfolio of evidence and was instructed to base its judgment on near certainty. Of course, virtually no corporate criminal cases go to trial. Alternatively, a firm might plead guilty to a criminal charge. This speaks loudly as well. Admission of wrongdoing by a corporation is always unusual and noteworthy. The solemnity of a criminal plea before a judge lends particular weight to a corporate admission.

More commonly, a firm will enter into a criminal settlement with the government short of charging, or at least short of a guilty plea or trial. The idea of a “criminal settlement” is arguably an oxymoron. Ordinarily criminal cases are not “settled”; the defendant pleads guilty, usually with a plea agreement, or persists in a not-guilty plea and the case goes to trial. DPAs, pretrial diversion, and other nontraditional forms of resolution are modern innovations. Corporate criminal practice has adopted this approach as a means of resolving cases while avoiding pleas and trials, in part because of the potentially overpotent communicative effects of pleas and verdicts. A DPA is crafted to retain some of the message effects of a criminal proceeding by requiring the firm to admit a criminal violation and the facts making out that violation. In current practice, DPAs do “decide” the criminal case even if they do not result in adjudication.
Criminal cases against firms also tend to require more of firms. If a firm pleads guilty or is convicted at trial, it is subject to sentencing by a judge. The U.S. Sentencing Guidelines, while no longer binding, are the most influential authority in corporate sentencing. The Guidelines authorize courts not just to levy monetary sanctions on firms but also to impose probationary conditions requiring them “to remedy the harm caused by the offense and to eliminate or reduce the risk that the instant offense will cause future harm.”

The Guidelines’ principal innovation in corporate sentencing is to tether the determination of financial penalties to the quality of a firm’s compliance efforts. In theory at least, firms that make more extensive compliance efforts will be punished less should those efforts fail than they would be had they made no such efforts. In other words, in addition to empowering courts to order firms to change their practices ex post, the Guidelines encourage ex ante changes in the internal practices of firms.

Current DPA practice goes beyond the Guidelines in requiring changes in firm practices and governance. A typical DPA will require a firm to agree to alter or halt specific business lines or practices, to adopt or strengthen mechanisms for detecting and responding to agent wrongdoing, to accept intervention of an outside monitor with broad power to measure and report on the firm’s compliance, and to afford managers and employees additional resources for reporting violations and learning how to avoid them.

The reformatory provisions of a DPA are connected directly to the aspect of the DPA that is decisive about the firm’s wrongdoing. The firm is required fully to admit wrongdoing in the settlement, including through a detailed factual admission. Though the firm has not pled guilty or been found guilty, it can no longer contest the merits of the case because it has conceded them. The firm must follow through on its commitments under the DPA or it faces near-certain and swift criminal liability.

Setting aside questions of the success of DPA practice, the aim is clear: to use the special bite of the criminal remedy against firms not just to punish them monetarily, in the form of a fine that might not be distinguishable from a large damages award in a civil class action, but to change firms to make future harm and wrongdoing by the firm’s agents less likely.

Compare the civil regulatory action, using the context of securities fraud. The SEC also settles almost all its enforcement actions. These civil settlements stigmatize less, decide less, and require less of the firm. Not only does an SEC settlement not match the criminal action’s tendency to ascribe the label of wrongdoer to a firm, it ascribes nothing. Standard practice in SEC enforcement is to permit settling firms to “neither admit nor deny” allegations in the
SEC’s legal filings. In other words, an SEC enforcement action typically proceeds this way: the government says Firm A lied to the market about its financial results; Firm A denies having lied; some months later, the SEC says Firm A has agreed to pay a fine and be enjoined from future lies in order to resolve the charges against it; Firm A says it neither admits nor denies it lied and is happy to have put this liability matter behind it. Except that the complainant (the SEC) can re-trumpet its allegations in public documents, this practice does not seem distinguishable from a typical corporate settlement of a large lawsuit.

Undeniably, SEC enforcement actions have some stigmatic impact. The evidence shows that firms suffer hits to their share price, sometimes substantial, upon first revelation of an SEC investigation. It is less clear whether that impact stems from the SEC’s involvement in the matter or simply from the market learning that a firm’s financial practices might be unreliable. A later settlement with the SEC does not seem to impose large additional reputational sanction on a firm, suggesting that the regulatory action itself may be of lesser informational significance to the market.

But the enforcement action itself says little. In the criminal action, a firm is both accused of and admits wrongdoing, usually in the form of a detailed description of the conduct and actors who violated the law and the relationship of those actions to the firm’s management and practices. In the SEC action, the firm is alleged to have engaged in a less serious form of wrongdoing. Less culpability is required to establish civil liability, the burden of proof is much lower, and so on. The firm does not admit even bare-bones liability, much less facts of the wrongdoing. If one purpose of public enforcement of the law is to communicate messages, the SEC process greatly underexploits the message potential of law enforcement. This is a major thrust of U.S. District Judge Jed S. Rakoff’s noted recent decision to reject the SEC’s settlement of a high-profile matter of fraud relating to the 2008 financial crisis.

SEC enforcement also has underexploited the forward-looking potential of public law enforcement. Criminal DPAs now routinely require firms to reorganize business operations, adopt compliance measures, submit to enhanced monitoring for legal violations, and create systems to encourage and protect whistle-blowers. Recently SEC settlements have begun to incorporate some of these measures. But these settlements rarely grant broad powers to independent monitors to ensure compliance (at most they require hiring a consultant and following its advice), and they lack sufficient incentives for firms to follow through.

Legally, the forward-looking element of an SEC settlement is an injunctive order that tells a firm what securities laws have always told it: do not violate
the law. The injunction represents, at most, a probation under which the firm faces swifter, more certain, and larger penalties for a future violation than it did prior to its first violation. But these orders almost never produce later charges of injunction violation against firms. I failed to discover evidence of a single instance in which the SEC has sought redress for a firm’s inadequate compliance with so-called undertakings in an injunctive settlement (judicial or administrative) requiring reform measures by the firm.

The lack of enforcement for compliance produces a double deficit. It deprives the enforcement system of a potentially powerful incentive on firms to comply with reform commitments, in the form of a tangible, observable risk of legal consequences for noncompliance. And it misses a potentially efficient legal device for regulating firms. A shortcut proceeding for an injunction violation is likely to be far quicker, less costly, and more difficult for a defendant to resist than the SEC’s filing of an original lawsuit.

The point about admissions in settlements connects tightly to the point about settlements having reform requirements that carry real teeth. The criminal DPA highly motivates firms to follow through on their obligations because the admission of facts and liability generally required in a DPA means that, if DOJ seeks relief for noncompliance with the settlement, it does so with a very big stick. Admission in hand, DOJ could proceed almost directly to a full criminal conviction, with all its consequences, including sentencing before a judge. The SEC does not carry the big stick of an express route to full judicial (or administrative) remedies for the original violation—because it has no admission on the merits by the firm.

Return to the perspective of a hypothetical public enforcer looking at these two systems and deciding what to do in an instance of serious law violations within a corporation. The enforcer understands her mission to be to pursue the case in a manner that advances the basic objectives of punishment to deliver retribution to wrongdoers and efficiently reduce future production of social harm. She knows that retribution qua retribution is not a meaningful aim because a corporation cannot feel pain from deprivation of liberty or being labeled a criminal. Her only socially beneficial objective can be to enforce the law against the firm in a manner likely to reduce the incidence of future legal violations at justifiable cost.

On the one hand, the enforcer has a system that will assign a strong form of blame to the corporation that will communicate clearly to both outsiders and insiders the seriousness of what went wrong and the importance of working in the future to avoid occasions for such condemnation. This system will further provide a vehicle for tailoring remedies to the specific firm and
wrongdoing. On the other hand, the enforcer has a system that rests primarily on the blunt instrument of a large monetary sanction. This system is supposed to discouraged future law violations by pricing them higher. But this approach is not distinguishable from that of any civil liability mechanism. It has insufficient fealty to the idea that public law enforcement has any special role or potency in the projects of specific and general deterrence.

If the enforcer cares about more than churning cases and filling government coffers—if she hopes her efforts might lessen the future need for her and others’ costly interventions—she is highly likely to choose the criminal remedy over the civil one, or at least choose it in addition to the civil one. The shortage of special features in the civil regulatory proceeding will be a major motivation for her choice. Her choice becomes even more likely if the particular firm or peer firms have been subject to civil sanctions for past instances of the same or similar violations. In that case it becomes almost undeniable that a civil proceeding’s slack message effects will not substantially affect the firm’s or the industry’s behavior. (Of course, in the current system there is no such single enforcer choosing between civil and criminal liability, even though criminal enforcers are directed to consider the adequacy of available civil remedies before charging. But, as Brandon Garrett discusses in this volume, there is extensive dialogue between the SEC and DOJ over enforcement and litigation decisions.)

A straightforward way to alter the public enforcer’s incentives is to adjust the nature of the civil proceeding so that it approximates more the criminal proceeding. To do so, one need not render the civil proceeding criminal. Indeed, the criminal proceeding has already done some of this work by altering itself through DPA practice to become more civil in nature. Why has the criminal proceeding been moving in the civil direction? Because of the concern about the overpotency of corporate criminal liability that has produced so much of the criticism of the doctrine and practice that lead to criminal charges against firms.

Likewise, we should move the civil proceeding in the direction of the criminal proceeding, to provide enforcers with a more attractive alternative to criminal liability for firms. Doing so promises further to reduce excessive costs that can result from the imposition of criminal liability, which has potentially beneficial message effects but can unleash uncontrollable and overly harsh reputational consequences. If the criminal and civil regulatory forms of enterprise liability were to meet halfway—in the space that everyone, including the DOJ, seems to be seeking between simple monetary sanctions and the potential “corporate death sentence” of a prosecution—then a
more supple and efficient enforcement scheme could emerge. If, however, a large chasm remains between criminal and civil proceedings, then the relative weakness of civil regulatory liability is likely to continue to make civil liability its own worst enemy, causing public enforcers to find it inadequate in cases of serious wrongdoing.

I will now consider measures necessary to push civil regulatory liability in the direction of criminal liability.

II. Reform Measures

Returning to the three distinctive characteristics of criminal enterprise liability, civil regulatory liability should be refashioned so that it has greater reputational consequences, decides more, and requires more of firms. Again choosing SEC enforcement of the securities laws as my example, several changes in law and practice could accomplish these objectives.

I will start with the third objective—requiring more of firms—because it is the simplest to adjust. The Securities Act of 1933 and the Exchange Act of 1934 have always included broad grants of power to the SEC to seek injunctive relief in federal court in response to fraud violations. Injunctions in SEC enforcement actions, as well as the exercise by federal district courts of equitable powers, have long been available in any enforcement case in which the SEC can demonstrate "a reasonable likelihood of further violations in the future"—a condition that explicitly rests on the deterrence-based justification for including forward-looking remedies in a scheme of corporate enforcement. A feature of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 made this power more explicit and extended it, by authorizing the SEC to ask a federal court to grant "any equitable relief that may be appropriate or necessary for the benefit of investors." This equitable power easily encompasses measures designed to prevent future wrongdoing, such as requiring a firm to alter business practices, institute compliance programs, submit to monitoring for future violations, and encourage and protect whistle-blowers.

DOJ prosecutors, who enjoy a high degree of independence from bureaucratic controls (especially in decentralized U.S. Attorneys' offices), have been more innovative and freewheeling in developing remedies and settlement schemes. With the criminal charge at their disposal, they also enjoy greater leverage to force these measures into settlements. SEC enforcement lawyers are more tightly controlled by a central bureaucracy within the Enforcement Division, and their charging and settlement decisions require express approval of the five-member commission. This can slow things down
substantially, which can greatly reduce the effectiveness of an enforcer’s efforts to persuade firms to agree to extensive settlement terms.

One might be pessimistic that institutional redesign can dramatically alter SEC behavior in the face of pressures on the SEC staff to fall under the capture of those they regulate. Regulatory capture is a potential problem for any agency, prosecution offices included. The relevant issue is relative vulnerability to capture. The SEC has a strong tradition of independence compared with many other agencies that regulate more narrowly and with greater intimacy. The SEC’s jurisdiction and mandate are broad. The Enforcement Division in particular is accustomed to taking a more adversarial posture toward the industries within its domain.25 And the new director of enforcement, a former prosecutor, has signaled his intent to press the division further in that direction.26

Remaining impediments to more far-reaching SEC settlements can be removed. In serious cases with important message implications and potential, SEC settlements should require a package of DPA-like remedial terms that include strong monitoring and *ex post* enforcement features. The commission—perhaps through formal rulemaking—should establish guidelines that specify objectives and measures for the settlement process that are designed to bring about forward-looking and lasting change in offending firms.27 The commission should state that if firms refuse to pursue productive negotiation of such measures in cases in which they are appropriate, the SEC will seek federal court order of those measures in litigation. And, as the new director of enforcement has quickly recognized and stated, the SEC must internally streamline its enforcement process.28

That leaves the problem of how to make the SEC’s litigation threat credible and sufficiently potent. Firms must believe that nonsettlement will lead to trial, that trial is likely to lead to loss, and that loss is likely to mean imposition of stronger sanctions. To generate this belief, the SEC must try some cases and be happy to try more of them. The Enforcement Division very rarely goes to trial, and virtually never in cases against large corporations. Its attorneys who work in the courts (who in turn are separated, unlike DOJ lawyers, from the attorneys who investigate the cases) more closely resemble the “litigators” of large corporate law firms than the trial lawyers who staff U.S. Attorneys’ offices. Changes in culture, hiring practices, and internal review mechanisms and incentives at the SEC are necessary to make the SEC a trial-ready and trial-eager operation that can credibly threaten firms in settlement negotiations. The SEC should move away from its current enforcement culture of aiming toward a press conference at which the agency announces another large payment from a corporation.
Firms must also believe that remedies imposed by a court after trial are likely to be more onerous than the conditions of a settlement with the SEC. The criminal liability that awaits a firm that refuses a DPA of course cannot be imposed in an SEC enforcement lawsuit. But a court can impose very large monetary sanctions. Outside the settlement context, firms exert little control over the size of that penalty, meaning that an enforcement action looms much larger over the financial future of a firm when the potential of a trial and court-ordered penalties increases uncertainty. The SEC should be prepared to bargain away some of the potential monetary penalty, in addition to uncertainty about that penalty, in exchange for remedial measures more likely to avert further wrongdoing and harm. Large settlement numbers are impressive in Wall Street Journal headlines, but they may not have adequate lasting effect.

There is another possible explanation for the SEC's less active role than DOJ in settlements that require changes in the conduct of firms. The agency might believe it lacks the expertise and, even more, the resources to implement an enforcement regime that resembles the DOJ's DPA scheme. An obvious rejoinder is to say that the specialized SEC ought to be, if anything, more confident than the generalist DOJ in its ability to design systems for reducing fraud in corporations and financial markets. If the DOJ can do it, so can the SEC.

The resource concern is more serious. As the DOJ has demonstrated, some of the costs of such a system can be outsourced to corporations, as, for example, through the appointment of private monitors funded by the firm. Still, an Enforcement Division forced to try massive cases of financial reporting failure against large corporations more frequently, and tasked with ongoing monitoring and enforcement of complex settlements, might grind to a halt, leaving unaddressed many important cases of individual and enterprise wrongdoing in markets.

But the DOJ has limited resources too. It rarely tries a corporate case, yet its threats are credible. The potency of the criminal remedy explains much of that credibility, but that does not mean the SEC would have to try many cases to obtain greater settlement leverage. An occasional trial against a large defendant, followed by the imposition of severe court-ordered remedies, should be sufficient to encourage forceful settlement agreements in the lion's share of SEC cases against firms. If the Enforcement Division needed some additional resources to accomplish this—such as the funding of a small trial unit dedicated to taking a few big cases all the way—the money would be well spent.

Now to the harder part of reforming SEC enforcement against firms. To make enforcement cases decide more and impose greater reputational effects (of course also enhancing the SEC's ability to lever remedial measures in settle-
ments), one would want to eliminate the "neither admit nor deny" feature of the SEC enforcement case. This practice is pernicious because it gives away much of what distinguishes a public enforcement case from one of private liability.

In private litigation, almost all of which settles in the context of securities fraud, plaintiffs are generally happy to bargain away any finding or admission of wrongdoing by the defendant because plaintiffs are in it for themselves. If they obtain the compensation they seek, they care not whether the firm tells the world it did something wrong. Regulatory enforcement is pursued on behalf of the public, who for good reasons would very much like to be told whether the firm is a lawbreaker and, if so, exactly how and to what extent. The public would much prefer to learn this from an admission or a careful adjudicatory process than from the mere allegation of it in a federal agency's complaint that, beyond at most a motion to dismiss, is never subject to the scrutiny of legal process.

Trying more enforcement cases would recover a bit of this loss of the law's communicative potential. But message effects should not be squandered in the settlement process either. The SEC, like the DOJ, should require firms to admit liability and the facts of wrongdoing when it seeks to sanction them for serious violations of the securities laws. It is practically an abdication of responsibility for a public enforcer to resolve almost all its cases with no conclusion by the legal process as to whether wrongdoing occurred—especially an enforcer that professes to be in the business of making examples and communicating messages to market participants about norms of behavior and legal compliance. The most that can be said for current practice is that "everyone knows" that when the SEC alleges a violation, that means the firm really did it. Imagine if a criminal prosecutor were to rest her enforcement practices on such a foundation: "I mostly just indict cases without requiring an admission, plea, or trial because the indictment itself speaks clearly enough and imposes ample sanction."

Of course I am being quite unfair. The SEC's "neither admit nor deny" practice has a good rationale. The obvious reason for the SEC to forgo requiring admissions by firms is that firms would mightily resist settlements with devastating potential in collateral civil litigation. Securities fraud class action lawsuits lead to billions of dollars of recovery against corporations every year. Given that Rule 10b-5 affords a right of action to both investors and the government, a civil class action lawsuit is certain in any case in which the SEC brings a significant enforcement action for fraud.

Because of the huge cost of trying a large, complex fraud action, defendant leverage in the settlement of such suits comes mostly from the motion
to dismiss. The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act ("PSLRA") sought to reduce the costs of securities fraud class actions for defendants, especially the costs of settling "strike suits" to avoid the expense of discovery and summary judgment litigation, primarily by making the motion to dismiss easier to win. To survive a motion to dismiss, plaintiffs must plead particular facts giving rise to a strong inference (meaning one at least as strong as any alternative) that the defendant acted with the requisite state of mind ("scienter") for fraud liability.39 This affords defendants a powerful weapon because state of mind is difficult to establish, even by inference, in the absence of access to a firm's records and witnesses through discovery.

Requiring firms to admit fraud in public enforcement proceedings obviously would remove not just the PSLRA's barriers but also potentially all barriers to private liability, including trial risk for the plaintiff. Class action plaintiffs could simply print a copy of the settlement documents in the SEC enforcement proceeding, take them to a judge and if necessary a jury, and offer them as admissions to support denial of a motion to dismiss or for summary judgment, or even to support a jury verdict.

It is not an acceptable answer to this problem to throw up one's hands and say that the "neither admit nor deny" practice in SEC settlements is unavoidable. Possibilities exist for dealing with the preclusive problem that admission-based settlement practices would present. Among the powers that the SEC enjoys but private plaintiffs do not is the ability to bring a case for securities fraud under Section 17 of the Securities Act rather than (or in addition to) a case under Rule 10b-5 of the Exchange Act.39 The law of Section 17, unlike 10b-5 law, does not require proof of scienter for liability.39 The SEC could ask firms to settle enforcement actions for fraud by admitting violation of section 17 but not violation of 10b-5.

This approach would have two limitations. Firms might still strongly resist settlement because they do not want to concede other elements of section 17 liability, such as materiality, that would also in part establish 10b-5 liability. And the message effects of a Section 17 settlement would be weaker than those of a 10b-5 settlement. This is precisely because the enforcement action would not communicate anything about the mental state accompanying the fraud, which is arguably the chief culpability measure for fraud and the one most commonly used to distinguish "mere" civil fraud from more serious fraud meriting regulatory or criminal sanctions.

Another approach would be to ensure that the SEC settlement does not precede resolution of the class action lawsuit. But this would be an ill-advised means of dealing with worries about collateral consequences. Public enforce-
ment actions should rarely if ever be held hostage to private lawsuits. Delay can greatly weaken the benefits of public law enforcement, and unwelcome incentives are likely to develop, causing defendants to slow down civil litigation to avoid public sanctions.

More fundamental change would be needed to do away effectively and beneficially with the "neither admit nor deny" settlement. More direct responses to the problem would be to bar collateral use of an SEC settlement or, as many are arguing for a host of reasons, to couple the private lawsuit for securities fraud with the SEC enforcement action. Both approaches likely would require legislation, as well as new rulemaking, and would occasion comprehensive reevaluation of the private and public enforcement scheme for securities fraud.

An amendment to the existing PSLRA scheme could dictate that liability concessions and factual statements in litigation initiated by the SEC are inadmissible in civil class action lawsuits. Civil plaintiffs would retain the burden of producing facts sufficient to establish a strong inference of scienter at the motion to dismiss stage, as well as the burden of ultimately convincing a jury of the facts of the defendant's fraudulent conduct.

These protections might not be sufficient to encourage defendants to accept settlements with the SEC that include admissions of fraud. Even with evidentiary protections, defendants would not want to admit fraud in court on the record. Their concerns would include that judges and juries deciding related private lawsuits would inevitably learn of these admissions and could not be expected to keep them from affecting their decisions, and that it would be at the very least awkward for the firm's counsel to maintain: "Yes we said this was a fraud in our SEC settlement but let me show you why the plaintiffs can prove no such thing." Placing firms in this legal posture potentially would dilute the same message effects of the regulatory proceeding I am arguing should be nurtured and exploited.

This analysis leads to the conclusion that the private action for securities fraud needs rethinking and reform of a larger order. This may be a welcome conclusion because it dovetails with several recent arguments by scholars of securities law that the public and private liability scheme for securities fraud is badly suboptimal in deterring fraud.3 My contention that existing incentives for public enforcers also are suboptimal adds another justification for recrafting the full liability scheme.

The envisioned reform is not of the PSLRA variety. The objective is not simply to tinker with the weights on the existing liability scale, making it a bit harder here and there for the private plaintiff to bring her case. The objec-
tive is to design a full scheme of fraud liability that gets all four forms of civil liability working together to produce effective deterrence: public liability of firms, public liability of individuals, private liability of firms, and private liability of individuals.

Present law and practice sometimes pursue all four forms of liability in seemingly arbitrary ways that do not recognize interactive effects. For example, settlement of class action suits for securities fraud will often impose huge liability on a firm without imposing significant individual liability on managers responsible for the fraud. This arguably fails to advance deterrence because firm liability falls on the innocent shareholders not lucky enough to have disposed of their equity stakes before revelation of the fraud. In the future, managers who decide whether to pursue fraud know they will not bear liability costs for fraud. At worst, they will lose employment. But that same fear of employment loss may be the motive for fraud.

Some have argued that the SEC ought to be granted review and approval powers over private securities fraud litigation in order to improve coordination among sanctioning mechanisms. The SEC might be given the authority to veto the filing of a securities fraud class action and the consummation of a settlement of such a case when the case or settlement does not advance the public interest in deterring fraud. Among other things, such a power would enable the SEC to bargain with firms over private liability in the settlement of enforcement actions. For example, the SEC could offer resolution of private liability in exchange for a real admission of serious wrongdoing and meaningful remedial measures, as well as a substantial monetary penalty to go to a compensatory fund for harmed investors.

A simpler means of eliminating the problem of the preclusive effect of SEC settlements is to do away with the private right of action under 10b-5. The elimination of private civil liability would be an overly sweeping measure, at least as a first step. Enforcement resources for the SEC already are a major concern, and invigorating SEC enforcement against firms to any degree, as I am advocating, will require additional resources. Privatizing some securities fraud enforcement is likely to remain attractive to many, not least the SEC itself.

But if a sensible liability scheme includes a foundation of widely available private liability supplemented by public enforcement for a select and important group of cases, it makes little sense to continue to pursue such a scheme without empowering a knowledgeable body to sit in review of the system and make rational and well-informed decisions about which cases merit public enforcement. The involvement of such a body promises not
only to spend enforcement resources more wisely but also to ensure that
cases of public enforcement stigmatize more, decide more, and require more
of firms.

III. Potential Problems with Reform

I have argued for extensive change in regulatory enforcement practice, in the
name of more judicious use of the criminal enterprise sanction. Dramatic
institutional change, especially in an area as large and hotly contested as
securities enforcement, ensures big complications and big fights. For exam-
ple, consideration of whether to supplement much of criminal enforcement
against corporations with enhanced civil enforcement would need to include
empirical analysis, to the extent feasible, of the relative costs of the civil ver-
sus criminal processes, to both the state and firms. This brief chapter is not
the place to engage fully with such implications.

I will consider just two complicating questions at the conceptual level.
First, who is to say that a renovated SEC enforcement practice would not
produce the same potentially cataclysmic and uncontrollable reputational
sanction against firms that is said to be a principal flaw of corporate criminal
liability? Second, if another flaw of existing corporate criminal practice is the
questionable competence of criminal enforcers at reforming business enter-
prises, who is to say that the SEC would be any better at the job?

The first question is particularly hard to answer, or even speculate about,
because it involves a huge counterfactual. Reputational sanctions resist mea-
surement and explanation. We know that in general firms experience sub-
stantial reductions in equity value when it is revealed that they have engaged
in fraud. We can be reasonably sure that a large portion of those reductions
are explained not by the expectation that the firm will suffer legal sanctions
but by what new information about fraud reveals about a firm’s reliability
as a potential supplier, customer, partner, or investment. We also can eas-
ily observe that, at least within reputationally sensitive firms, firm manage-
ers believe that serious legal proceedings, especially criminal ones, can have
potentially devastating effects on business.

We do not know, however, how much the legal process adds to reputa-
tional sanctions other than serving as a source in some cases for first rev-
elation of the wrongdoing. Other than watching how rational managers
run from it, we do not know how much more of a reputational sanction the
criminal process imposes on firms than a civil regulatory process. Reasons
for absence of knowledge include that a firm’s publicly traded equity price—
the measure of reputational sanction that empiricists have used—is only one measure of an event's economic effects on a firm, and that equity markets do not fundamentally reflect the true value of enterprises.

Lack of evidence makes it difficult to say how much the mere label "criminal"—whether imposed by a court or admitted by a firm—explains the potential oversanctioning, as through collapse of the firm, that can occur when the DOJ proceeds fully in a criminal action. There are grounds for doubt. The "criminal" label alone cannot be enough to destroy a firm. Without killing firms, that label has been attached to reputationally sensitive firms in DPA settlements, along with serious inculpatory admissions. Why should an indictment, which represents only a probable cause finding, be more reputationally damaging than a full admission of criminality? The only conceivable reason is fear that the criminal process could put the firm out of business by leading to revocation of licensure. But revocation of licensure affects only some firms and is routinely bargained away in settlement of criminal cases.

While waiting for definitive evidence about reputational sanctions that may not be forthcoming, it makes sense to explore reputational effects experimentally. We currently have a system of imposing criminal liability on firms, or at least putting them in criminal liability's shadow, that is criticized for being too potent because it may impose a crippling reputational sanction that the legal system cannot forecast or control. Given this status quo, there is no good reason not to see what would happen to reputational sanctions if we began to replace some of those criminal or shadow-criminal proceedings with civil regulatory actions that aimed, among other things, to impose a greater reputational sanction than current civil practice. At the very worst, we would end up no better off because the enhanced civil process would turn out to have the very same effects as the existing criminal one. But this seems doubtful. More likely, we would discover a middle ground where the enforcement process would better exploit the beneficial influences of reputational sanctions without the same risk of letting loose an uncontrollable force that produces oversanctioning.

The second question I have raised is whether SEC enforcement personnel would be subject to the same criticism currently leveled at DOJ lawyers in corporate criminal practice: that they are not equipped to engage in corporate governance. Imposing remedial measures on firms through DPAs can waste corporate assets, interfere with efficient management of the firm, and perhaps even make control of wrongdoing within firms more difficult. This critique has at least two components. One is that enforcers act ex post
in response to wrongdoing, whereas governance design is better conducted from an *ex ante* perspective. In other words, it is a bad idea to regulate by prosecution. The other component is that criminal prosecutors do not know anything about how to manage businesses.

The first element of the critique applies equally to SEC lawyers as to DOJ lawyers. If engaging in firm-specific *ex post* regulation is detrimental, then no enforcement practice should do anything other than impose sufficiently large monetary penalties on firms to deter future wrongdoing. On this argument, even the Sentencing Guidelines should steer judges away from imposing probationary conditions on firms.

This position does not directly engage with the debate I have entered. The purpose of enhancing regulatory enforcement against firms, I contend, is to do a better job at lower cost than would a practice dominated by criminal enforcement—*given* agreement about an objective of reforming firms to avert future violations.

In any event, reforming firms is a worthy project. To reject the idea that changing an organization can be an effective way to make wrongdoing less likely is to disregard a fundamental fact about corporate crime. Especially in the most serious and damaging cases that involve widespread unlawful practices, organizational structure and culture can be major causal factors in wrongdoing by a firm's agents.

I have argued elsewhere that corporate criminal enforcement ought to focus above all on cases of genuine *institutional* production of wrongdoing. Those are cases in which ascribing blame at the institutional rather than individual level is most justified and most likely to send useful messages about how institutions ought to arrange themselves so as not to produce law-breaking. If holding firms responsible for their agents' violations is, in some instances at least, an ascription of responsibility to organizational culture, practices, and structure, then it makes little sense to miss an opportunity in that process to correct problems in culture, practices, and structure. Those problems can be much more clearly visible from an *ex post*, wrongdoing-centered perspective than from a generalized *ex ante* perspective. It might be true in the context of individual punishment that, with rehabilitation, "nothing works." But we have not yet learned that to be true for corporations.

That leaves the question of who ought to be doing the rehabilitation. It cannot be the firm itself, at least not alone, because by definition a case of public enforcement is a case in which self-regulation has failed. Three choices remain: the executive branch enforcer, a court, or a private third party. The DOJ's current DPA practice combines the executive branch enforcer with a
private third party hired to serve as an outside monitor of the firm's efforts to reform its practices. An enhanced SEC enforcement process of the type I suggest would be superior at least because it would combine all three possible actors.

In a settlement in a district court injunctive action, the SEC could, like the DOJ, require a firm to make changes, and it could delegate some or most of the monitoring function to a private third party. But unlike a DPA, such a settlement would require the approval of a federal judge and could, through reporting requirements, include oversight of the monitoring and compliance process by the federal court. This would address a major objection to current DPA practice: the almost complete lack of judicial review.\(^{36}\) In addition, the SEC might improve upon present DPA practice by seeking third-party monitors with industry expertise suited to the firm in question. (Another alleged fault of DPA practice is to give the monitor job to litigation attorneys at large law firms, many of them former DOJ prosecutors.)

Having the SEC handle most cases of reform-based enforcement against firms might offer additional improvements over the present DOJ-driven practice. An objection to the DPA regime, at least among those representing firms, has been that individual prosecutors' offices, as well as Main Justice, have been inconsistent in their crafting and application of DPA settlements and that firms lack predictability when dealing with the DOJ over a case of serious wrongdoing. The SEC is more bureaucratized. The commission must approve settlements of cases brought by the Enforcement Division. That centralized process—as well as potential rulemaking and other guidance by the commission—could generate, over time, clearer and more consistent standards for the content and form of corporate settlements. This would fill a gap in current SEC policies, which include no such guidelines.

The objection would certainly remain that the SEC ought not be in the business of dictating matters of corporate governance that are the proper concern of state corporate law. But that objection tends to rest on a theoretical and unrealistic division between federal and state regulation of business enterprises.\(^{37}\) The truth is that, by pursuing its core mission of regulating disclosure, the SEC inevitably regulates primary behavior within corporations. For the SEC to settle a case of fraud in financial reporting by requiring a firm to alter its financial reporting practices is only to do more directly what it already does indirectly. Arguably the SEC's commissioners and professional staff are better equipped not only than DOJ lawyers but also than Delaware judges to determine how a firm might change its practices at acceptable cost to avoid future violations of the securities laws.
IV. Conclusion

A scheme for behavior control that includes overlapping forms of liability must account for the incentives that determine the choices enforcers and litigants make about which cases to pursue. A valid objective of a scheme with multiple layers of liability is to impose graduated incentives on actors whose behavior is subject to control, so that increasingly more serious (and increasingly fewer) instances of wrongdoing are met with increasingly more severe sanctions. In a scheme with such an objective, incentives are perverse if they encourage enforcers to bypass lower levels of control in favor of higher ones, leading to harsh treatment of more cases than are treated less severely.

At least in the enforcement of the securities laws—and possibly in other areas in which criminal liability for firms overlaps regulatory liability—the current liability scheme produces perverse incentives for enforcers. The DOJ has been proceeding more frequently with criminal investigations, charges, and settlements against firms in part because the civil process does not offer a package of remedies that fully occupies the regulatory tier between private civil and public criminal enforcement. Reforming the SEC enforcement process against firms so that the SEC process stigmatizes more, decides more, and requires more of firms would help that process occupy the vacant regulatory space. The result would be more judicious use of the criminal sanction against firms. That appears to be a common goal among judges, academics, practitioners, and business enterprises.
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